Inspired by
THE ROSE

a new glow is born.

ABSOLUE

Inspired by Nature,

SUBLIMATED

by Science.

The secret of this exclusive Skin Signature: the Absolue
Savoir-Faire. Absolue brings together the quintessence
of nature with green-tech expertise.
Each Absolue formula integrates our French Savoir-Faire
values: Excellence, High Precision, Technology and
Passion, for Ultimate Luxury. It takes around 800 steps
to create one of our formulae.
For centuries, the rose is considered as the symbol of life.
We extracted the deep essence of each Rose by Steam
Distillation: a process with highly precise temperatures,
only dedicated to sensitive natural ingredients.

The Golden

GLOW,

«à la française».

Absolue Precious Oil is a blend of the Rose Essential Oil and 7 precious botanical
oils. It instantly melts into the skin and leaves a satiny finish.
The Absolue Skin Signature: for the most demanding women, only Absolue
offers the Golden Glow. Beyond light, a global combination of 4 parameters,
tested by women: nourishing, revitalizing, uniformity and brightness.
Skin is nurtured, replenished, divinely even and radiant. It reveals its unique light
that will be remembered – the Golden Glow.

The Golden Glow

The Bright Glow

COLLECTION

ADVANCED
REGENERATING
AND REPAIRING CARE
After 20 years of research on
skin stem cells, that are gifted with
an ability to restore and maintain
youthfulness, Lancôme has
created Absolue’s iconic
cream. Skin is divinely
regenerated and repaired.

NEW
NOURISHING
LUMINOUS OIL
An infinitely rich yet silky
texture for exceptional results:
skin reveals a luxurious glow.

SUBLIME
ESSENCE
FOUNDATION
A fluid essence
foundation for a
complexion that is
perfectly uniform and
absolutely ageless, with
a sublime glow and satiny
finish.

NEW
SUBLIME
COMPACT
FOUNDATION
A serum-inoil compact
foundation that
instantly smoothes
out and illuminates
complexion, with
a beautiful soft and
powdery finish.

COLLECTION

REGENERATING AND
WHITENING GLOBAL SERUM
Dark spots are visibly reduced,
skin is regenerated, denser,
as fairer. Skin is gifted with an
aura of light.

GLOBAL YOUTH PROTECTOR
SPF 50 PA++
To protect skin’s youthfulness and
provide a bright glow with our first
defender of skin’s youth and beauty,
with a high SPF 50 protection.

REGENERATING AND
BRIGHTENING GLOBAL CREAM
Exceptional global results:
skin is hydrated,regenerated,
and more even.

